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ABSTRACT
The adoption of semantic technologies for the representation of
crime events can help law enforcement agencies (LEAs) in crime
prevention and investigation. Moreover, online newspapers and
social networks are valuable sources for crime intelligence gather-
ing. In this paper, we propose a new lightweight ontology to model
crime events as they are usually described in online news articles.
The Crime Event Model (CEM) can integrate specific data about
crimes, i.e., where and when they occurred, who is involved (author,
victim, and other subjects involved), which is the reason for the oc-
currence, and details about the source of information (e.g., the news
article). Extracting structured data from multiple online sources
and interconnecting them in a Knowledge Graph using CEM allow
events relationships extraction, patterns and trends identification,
and event recommendation.
The CEM ontology is available at https://w3id.org/CEMontology.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Semanticweb description languages;
Ontologies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Leveraging event data to derive insights is crucial to make effective
decisions in several contexts, e.g., advertising, resource planning,
price strategies, and, also, crime prevention. To facilitate the se-
mantic analytics of information regarding events on the Web, a
comprehensive representation of events, entities, spacial, causal
and temporal relations provided by a Knowledge Graph (KG) or
an ontology is needed. Existing KGs, such as Wikidata, DBpedia
and YAGO, focus mostly on entity-centric information, moreover,
the representation is limited to fundamental and historical events.
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When it comes to express daily events described in news, or social
media content, event-centric KGs are able to capture the dynamic
aspects of events and allow representing the relationships between
them, building temporal and causal chains.
In the domain of Crime Analysis, as defined by the International
Association of Crime Analysts (IACA),1 qualitative and quantitative
techniques are employed to analyze data useful to LEAs, including
the analysis of actual crimes, criminals, victims, problems related to
the quality of life, socio-demographic aspects and other factors that
can influence the crime occurrences in a city. The result of these
analyses is aimed at preventing crime, supporting criminal investi-
gations and evaluating the actions of LEAs. Usually to represent
crime information, ontologies based on the national judicial system
or connected to the crime investigation process are exploited. This
is the case of the Italian Crime Ontology [2]. Even if they are invalu-
able to a deep analysis of the crime process to support examiners in
forensic investigations, they are complex and detailed formalization
of crime events, that are not so detailed when it comes to describe
them in a news or on a post in social media.
In the literature, for the best of our knowledge, there is no ontology
for the representation of crimes extracted from online newspapers.
We identified some relevant works in the domain of event rep-
resentation: the multilingual event-centric temporal KG, named
EventKG [6], for the fusion of events and temporal relations from
large-scale entity-centric KGs, based on the Simple Event Model
(SEM) [13], the Open Event Knowledge Graph [7], which extends
EventKG to integrate heterogeneous data and exploits the data
model Schema.org to link each event to the source describing that
event, and the Entity-Event Knowledge Graph [1] developed for
business scopes where entities and events are organized hierarchi-
cally and concepts are linked to elements in ontologies, taxonomies
and thesauri. However, the existing ontologies are not suitable to
give a comprehensive representation of a crime event due to the
lack of specific classes and properties.
In this paper, a new lightweight ontology, named Crime Event Model
(CEM), is defined for the representation of crime events. The scope
of the model is the management of information related to crime
events extracted from newspaper articles, trying to preserve seman-
tic interconnections with existing KGs and ontologies following
the FAIR principles [9, 14]. The model is independent of the legal
representation of crime (that differs from country to country) and
is based on the fundamental 5W1H journalistic questions which
are related to: object(s) (e.g., What has been stolen?, What object
was used to commit the crime?), participant(s) (i.e., Who was in-
volved?, Who was the victim?, Who was the author of the crime?),

1https://iaca.net/
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Figure 1: The Crime Event Model (CEM).

place (i.e., Where did the crime take place?), time (i.e., When did it
take place?), cause (i.e., Why did it happen?), procedure (i.e., How did
it happen?). The representation of crimes in such a model could
support decision-making systems integrating data from multiple
data sources and providing a semantic infrastructure to them.

2 CRIME EVENT MODEL
The scope of CEM is to enrich semantically information contained
in news articles and represent those data in such a model that can be
useful tomake analysis on crime events.We propose a new ontology
that extends existing KGs and ontologies to provide details on crime
events. The reuse of existing models allows more interoperability
and interconnection. In particular, SEM and Schema.org have been
taken into account with the possibility to exploit connections to
DBpedia, Wikidata and other well-known KGs.

2.1 Requirements
Before the design of the ontology, we selected some requirements:
1) modeling different types of crimes, 2) keeping a reference to
news articles reporting the crime events, 3) modeling the subjects
of the crimes according to their roles, 4) modeling the objects of the
crimes based on the type of crimes, 5) keeping spatial and temporal
references, 6) reporting modus operandi and reason of the crimes,
when present in the news articles, 7) finding correlations between
different crime events.

2.2 Ontology design
The lightweight ontology is available online alongwith its documen-
tation,2 generated through WIDOCO (WIzard for DOCumenting
Ontologies) [4] and is indexed in Linked Open Vocabularies. For a
2http://crimeanalytics.it/cem-reference/doc/index-en.html

sound design practice, we also consider ontology design patterns
related to the events, like EventCore3 and NewsReportingEvent.4
CEM has been designed to be event-centric, its structure is depicted
in Figure 15 with 50 classes (18 integrated from existing sources),
10 datatype properties (3 from existing sources) and 21 object prop-
erties (16 from existing sources).
The main class is sem:Core that has 4 sub-classes: sem:Event for
generic event representation, sem:Place for event localization,
sem:Time for temporal reference, and sem:Actor for people par-
ticipating in the event. The sem:Event class has been specialized
with a new class named cem:CrimeEvent that has several sub-
classes representing the different types of crime. The classification
of crimes is derived from the International Classification of Crime
for Statistical Purposes (ICCS),6 an international standard endorsed
by the United Nations Statistical Commission and the Commission
on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice in 2015 for the collection
and statistical analysis of crime data. This classification does not
care about the legal representation of crimes, but rather it provides
a description of what happened to make data from different coun-
tries comparable. Since the classification is more detailed than the
description usually provided by the newspapers, only the first two
levels of the hierarchy have been taken into account, with just one
exception for the cem:MoneyLaundering class. In total, there are
28 classes for the specification of the crime type: 11 classes in the
first level of the hierarchy, 16 in the second level and 1 in the third
level. however, other classes can be easily included.
3http://krisnadhi.github.io/onto/event.owl
4http://semantic.cs.put.poznan.pl/ontologies/newsreportingevent.owl
5The zoomable figure is available at http://crimeanalytics.it/cem-reference/doc/cem-
model-full.png.
6https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/data-and-analysis/statistics/iccs.html
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Figure 2: CEM usage example.

New properties have been defined: cem:hasAuthor, cem:hasVic-
tim and cem:hasOtherSubjectwith domain cem:CrimeEvent and
range sem:Actor to link the crime event to the author(s), victim(s)
and other people involved in the event (e.g., LEAs, bystanders wit-
nessing the crime), respectively.
Other new relevant properties are: cem:success to indicate if the
crime has been successful or not; the allowed values are boolean,
cem:why to express the crime motivation as reported in the news
article, cem:how to identify how the crime has been accomplished.
Since cem:why and cem:how can hold free text we choose to set the
range of those properties as strings. Additional properties are pro-
vided for specific categories of crime, e.g., cem:hasStolenObject
to indicate the objects that have been stolen during a theft.
Since the crime-related data are extracted from online newspapers,
the so:mentions property of the Schema.org ontology is exploited
to keep the reference to the online news articles. In particular,
the class so:NewsArticle with the properties to specify article
headline, language, body, url, and date of publication have been
integrated. Information about the publisher are integrated consid-
ering the approach used in NewsReportingEvent. In particular, we
exploit three classes that are connected to so:NewsArticle: News-
Reporter indicates the author of the news article, NewsProvider

could be the name of the newspaper, and Media is the mean for
publication (e.g., website, Facebook, Twitter, and other social net-
works). This choice of design allows to integrate news articles of
the same provider published on different channels and compare
them.
In the end, the property sem:hasSubEvent from SEM is used to
link together follow-up news articles. Indeed, in journalism, it is
very typical to publish news to provide updates about an event.
The CEM lightweight ontology does not provide a classification of
the property objects; however, the instances of each property (e.g.,
places, actors, stolen objects) can be linked to external elements
of well-known ontologies, taxonomies or thesauri, e.g., WordNet,
Wikidata, DBpedia, LinkedGeoData.

3 EXEMPLAR CRIME EVENT ANNOTATION
CEM can be used on crime news streams that are already classi-
fied, or that can be classified using supervised or unsupervised
methods [3, 10]. An example of CEM usage is given in Figure 2
that illustrates two news articles instances referring to the same
crime event (cem:Theft) happened in a city named Castelvetro di
Modena. The news articles are taken from the Italian Crime News
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dataset7 [11] which collects some news articles from the “Gazzetta
di Modena” newspaper and extracts semantic information from the
news articles’ body. In particular, one of the two news articles in
the Figure derives from the translation from Italian to English of
news published in March 2022.8
The two news articles are related to a theft, and the second news,
published on the 16th March, provides updates about the author
of the theft w.r.t. the previous news published on the 12th March.
Indeed, the two instances of cem:Theft are linked each other via
the sem:hasSubEvent property and the second instance is linked
to another instance of sem:Actor to explain the authors of the
theft. As can be noticed, integration with DBpedia is also provided
in two cases: dbr:Money and dbr:Castelvetro_di_Modena. The
same approach could be used to integrate other instances also for
other properties and with other vocabularies. For example, snack
and drinks could be linked via WordNet to their shared hyper-
nym “nutrient”. In this way, it is possible to make analysis on the
thefts of a specific class of objects. Semantic networks likeWordNet,
ConceptNet or BabelNet are suitable to build a classification of ob-
jects/entities, while Wikidata can be exploited to export a hierarchy
of municipalities, province, areas and countries from all over the
World to detect hotspots in crime data.

4 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, a new lightweight ontology named Crime Event
Model, CEM, has been introduced. The main purpose of develop-
ment is supporting crime analysis with data extracted from news-
papers. The model is event-centric and is designed to represent
crime events as they are described in news articles. CEM is avail-
able online and is compliant with the FAIR principles of making the
ontology findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable.9 A classifi-
cation of crime is provided, however, the model is easily extendable
to include additional types of crime. Since the proposed lightweight
ontology does not provide a legal representation (i.e., a description
according to the criminal law) it can be used in any country. Such
a model was not yet present in literature as the existing ontologies
are not focused on crimes or they provide a legal representation of
them. The last case is out of the scope of the paper.
In previous works, we used Knowledge Graphs without the support
of ontologies to analyze news articles reporting crime events [12].
Further steps of our research will focus on the automatic population
of the CEM ontology and the application of community detection
algorithms [8] and pattern recognition approaches to demonstrate
how the proposed lightweight ontology can be used to conduct
event-based analysis.
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7https://paperswithcode.com/dataset/italian-crime-news
8https://www.gazzettadimodena.it/modena/cronaca/2022/03/12/news/castelvetro-
assalto-al-bar-del-parco-spariti-soldi-e-bibite-1.41294303
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